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Abstract.

Recently

Hagis and McDaniel have studied

of an odd perfect number.
second largest prime factor.

the largest prime factor

Using their results, we begin the study here of the
We show it is at least 139.

show that any odd perfect number

We apply this result to

not divisible by eight distinct

primes must be

divisible by 5 or 7.

1. Introduction.

Suppose n = p\lpa22 * " " PÏ* is an odd perfect number (opn)

where a., a2, . . . , at axe positive integers and p. > p2 > ■■• > pt axe primes. In
[7], Kanold proved that p. > 61. Recently, Hagis and McDaniel [5], [6] have succeeded in showing that

(1)

p. > 100129.

It is the purpose of this paper to study the second largest prime factor of an opn. In
Section 2 we develop a method of attack. In Section 3 we prove that

(2)

p2 > 139.

The proof of (2) makes only marginal direct use of computers (we used some computer
factorizations in the construction of Table 3). But the proof of (2) does depend
strongly on (1), and (1) could not have been accomplished without electronic assistance.
In Section 4 we illustrate the value of the seemingly weak (2). Indeed, in

Pomerance [9] and Robbins [10] it is shown that any opn is divisible by at least 7
distinct primes. Sylvester [11] showed that if an opn 77is divisible by precisely 7 distinct primes, then 31«. In Section 4, using (1) and (2), we prove that if an opn tj is
divisible by precisely 7 distinct primes, then either 51« or 7|tí. This result would be
very difficult to establish without the use of (2).

Before we proceed, it should be pointed out that there is an effective (but not
practical) procedure for deciding the following:
Problem. Given any k, N, either find an opn with kth largest prime factor pk <
N, or prove no such opn exists.
Indeed, Dickson [2] and Gradstein [4] proved that for any given m there are
only finitely many opn's divisible by at most 777distinct primes, and it is clear, at least
from Dickson's proof, that these opn's are effectively computable. Hence, to resolve
the above problem, one need only examine the finite set of opn's divisible by at most
k 4 7r(iY)- 2 distinct primes (where 7r(A/)denotes the number of primes less than N).

Indeed, if the kth largest prime pk of the opn 77satisfies pk < N, then 77is divisible by
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at most k - 1 distinct primes not less than A*".Together with the 7r(/V)- 1 odd primes
less than N, we see that n is divisible by at most k 4 itiN) - 2 distinct primes.
Using this procedure to prove (2), one would "merely" have to enumerate the
set of opn's divisible by at most 33 distinct primes. However, this would be an enormous undertaking and hardly practical. Since we do know that every opn is divisible
by at least 7 distinct primes, this method gives the result p2 > 17. Using the additional
fact that no opn is divisible by 3 • 5 • 7 (Sylvester [12]), we can get p2 > 19.
By the above discussion, for any N there are at most a finite number of opn's
with second largest prime factor p2 < N. We denote this set by P(/V). Hence, given
any prime p, the set E(p, N) = {a > 0: pa\\n for some n E P(N)} is finite (we write
x\\y if x\y and (x, yfx) = 1). The main goal of Section 2 is to develop procedures
for proving E(p, N) = 0 or perhaps E(p, N) C S where S is some small, explicitly
determined set of positive integers.
I wish to acknowledge the expert assistance of David E. Penney on the computer
work used for constructing Table 3.
2. Notation, Preliminaries, and a Theorem. If p is a prime and 777is a natural
number, we write vpim) for the exponent (possibly 0) on p in the prime factorization

of m. If pfm, we write ord (m) for the least positive integer h for which p\irnh - 1).

We write
apim) = 0,

if ordp(77î)= 1;

ap(m) = vp(mh - 1), if h = oxdp(m) > 1.
Lemma 1. Ifp is a prime and m = qc > 1 where q, c are natural numbers, then
<->(*?)< aP(m) + vP(m - !)•

We denote by 0(777)the sum of the positive divisors of 777.We note that if q is a
prime, then o(qc) = (qc+ x - l)/(q - 1) for any natural number c. The following lemma
is a corollary of Theorems 94 and 95 in Nagell [8].

Lemma 2. If p, q are odd primes and a, c are natural numbers, then pa\\o(qc)
if and only if ordp(c7)|(c+ 1) and vp(c 4 1) = a - ap(q).
Lemma 3. Ifp, q are odd primes, a, b are natural numbers, and aijf) = qb,
then ap(q) = 0 or 1.
Proof. We have qb - 1 = p 4 p2 4 • • • + p", so that p\\(qb - 1). Let h =
oxdpiq). Then h\b and p\\iqh - 1).
We state now a result found often in the literature; it is originally due to Bang
[1] : Given arbitrary integers a>2,b>2,
there is a prime p with oxdAa) = b, unless
(i) a = 2 and b = 6, or (ii) a = 2k - 1 for some k and b = 2.
Lemma 4. If q is an odd prime, c is a natural number, and 4foiqc), then for
each divisor d > 1 of c 4 1, there is a prime p\oiqc) with oxdAq) = d.
Proof. We apply the theorem quoted above to the natural numbers q, d, noting
that q # 2 so (i) does not apply, and since 4jo(qc) we have c 4 1 odd if q = 2k - 1
for some k, so (ii) does not apply. Hence there is a prime p with ord (q) = d. Also,

P\(qd - l)l(q - l)\(qc+1 ~ l)/fo - 1) = o(qc).
Suppose now N < 100129 and p is an odd prime. We denote by A(p, AT)the set
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of all qc,q an odd prime, c a natural number, with

(i)q<N;
(n)pHqc);
(ih)4jlo(qc);
(iv) if c < c, then vp(o(qc )) < vp(o(qc)); and either
(v) every prime factor of o(qc) is less than A; or
(vi) o(qc) has precisely one prime factor r > N and r > 100129.
We remark that given any q, p, A, there are at most finitely many c with qc E A(p, A).
Indeed, Lemma 2 and condition (iv) imply that if c 4 1 -£ oxd (q), then p\(c 4 1).
But if c 4 1 = pm where m> N, then Lemma 4 implies there are primes r., r2 with
r.r2\o(qc),

oxdr.(q) = m, and ordr2(<7) = pm.

Then r. > m 4 1 >N,

r2 > pm 4 1

> N, so that neither (v) nor (vi) is satisfied. We conclude that the set Aip, A) is
effectively computable.
We now define several subsets of Aip, A). Let A.(p, N) denote the subset of
those qc for which 2|a(<jrc);let A2ip, A) denote the subset of those qc for which
2/a(c7c) and (v) holds; and let A3(p, A7)denote the subset of those qc for which 2/a(t7c)

and (vi) holds. Let
a.(p,N)

= xnax{vp(a(qc)): qcEA.(p,

a2(p, N) = a.(p,N)4Y

A)},

max{uJoiqc)):
*

qc E A2(p, A)},

c

a3(p, N) = a.(p, N) + Z ™-x0-pO(-7c))-Qc G A2(p, A) U A3(p, A)}.
<7

C

Let
Q(P, N)=

{r> 100129: r prime, r\oiqc) for some qc EA3(p, A)},

bip, N) = max{Up(c7- 1): q prime, q < N}.
We recall now the definitions of P(A) and Eip, N) from Section 1.
Lemma 5. Suppose n E V(N) where N < 100129, p. is the largest prime factor
ofn, p is any prime factor ofn, p^Wn, and pa\\n. Then ^(afjDj1)) > a - a3ip, A).

IfPx Î QXP,A), then up(a(>*Ji))> a - a2(p, A).
Proof.

Let the prime factorization of tj be written p\xpa22 * * *pat{ where p. >

100129 > A"> p2 > ■■■> pt. Now a(7i) = 2t7, so a = 2?=1up(a07-')). But

Z,L2i7p(a(#*))< a3(p, A), and ifp, ^ Qip, N), then 2,L2up(a(>?0) < a2(p, A).
Theorem 1. Let N < 100129 and let p denote an odd prime. Each of the following conditions implies a ^ Eip, A):

0) 4\a(pa);
(ii) there is a prime q\a(p") with N < q < 100129;
(iii) there are primes qv q2 with q1q2\aipa) and q. > q2 >N;

(iv) aip") is divisible by a prime q > N and a > a3ip, A) + bip, N) 4 apiq);
(v) o(pa) is divisible by a prime q > N, q ^ Qip, A), and a > a2ip, A) 4- bip, A)
+ ap(q);
(vi) every prime divisor of aipa) is at least N and a > a3ip, A) + bip, A) + 1;
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(vif) oip") = 772
j m2 where every prime divisor of m. is less than N, every prime
divisor ofm2 is at least N,m2> I, and a > a3(p, A) + bip, N) 4 apim2) 4 up(w2 - 1);
(viii) p < N, a 4 1 is prime, and a 4 1 > max {VAN- 1), a3ip, A) + bip, A) +

3};
(ix) pa satisfies one of the above and (a' + l)|(a + 1).
Proof. Note that (i), (ii), and (iii) are obvious.
Suppose (iv) holds and suppose 776 P(A) with pa\\n. Then q = px, the largest
prime factor of 77. Say p^Ht?. Lemma 5 implies vAoipax1)) > a - a3ip, A) > bip, N)
4 apip.). Hence Lemma 2 impliesp1 + b^p,lf^\(a. 4 1). By Lemma 4, there is a prime

r\a(pa.i) with ordrOj) = p» + »(p.^), so that vp(r - 1) > 1 4 bip, A). Then r>N.
But r # p., contradicting n E P(A). Hence a ^ Eip, A).
To show that (v) implies a ^ Eip, A) we proceed as with the proof of (iv), except that we note the condition p. = q ^ Qip, A) implies by Lemma 5 that v (o(p\xf)

>a-a2(p,
A).
Now assume (vi) holds. Then we may assume a(p") = qb where q is a prime and
q> N. Lemma 3 implies apiq) = 0 or 1. Hence a ^ Eip, A) by (iv).
If (vii) holds, we may assume m2 = qb where q is a prime and q > N. Then
Lemma 1 and (iv) imply a ^ Eip, A).
Suppose (viii) holds. Since a 4 1 is prime, if q is a prime divisor of aip"), then
oxdq(p) = a 4 1 or 1 by Lemma 2. In the former case, q = 1 (mod a 4 1), so q >
2(a 4 1) 4 1 > A (since a 4 1 > 3 and a 4 1 > ft(N - 1)). Suppose oxdq(p) = 1, so
that p = 1 (mod q). Then o(jf) =l4p4---4p"=a41
(mod q), so that a 4
1 = q. Hence p > 2(a 4 1) 4 1 > A, a contradiction. Thus every prime divisor of
o(pa) is at least A, and since a > a3(p, N) 4 bip, N) 4 1, (vi) implies a ^ Eip, A).
Finally, suppose (ix) holds. Since aip" )\a(pa), we have a tf. E(p, A) due to our
above proofs for (i)—(viii).
Remark. We note that Lemma 4 together with (iii), (viii), and (ix) of Theorem 1
imply that if a G E(p, A) and p <N, then every prime divisor r of a 4 1 satisfies r <
max{^7V - 1), a3(p, N) 4 b(p, A) + 3} and vr(a 4 1) < b(r, N) 4 1. Hence Theorem
1 provides an effective means for examining the finite set Eip, A).

3. The Proof of (2). In Section 2 we remarked that the sets Aip, A) (and hence

the subsidiary notions A.(p, A), A2(p, A), A3ip, A), Qip, A), a.(p. A), a2(p, A), and
a3(p, A)) are effectively computable. We have performed these computations for Ar =

139 and p = 3, 7, 11, 13, 19, 31, 61, 97, and 127. The fruits of this labor may be
found in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Also, bip, 139) for the above p may be found in Table 1.
Making use of this numerical information and Theorem 1, we are able to conclude:

(3)

Ei3, 139) C {2, 4},

£(31, 139) = 0,

EH, 139) C {2},

£"(61,139) C {1,2},

Eill, 139) C {2},

£(13, 139) C {1, 2},

£(97, 139) C {1},

£-(127,139) = 0.

£(19, 139) C {2},
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Below we give the details of the proof that £(3, 139) C {2, 4}. These details are fairly
representative of the techniques used in establishing the remainder of (3), the proof of

which we omit.

Sincea3(3, 139) + 6(3, 139) + 3 = 19 < 69 = M(139- 1), (viii) and (ix) of
Theorem 1 imply that if a E £(3, 139), then every prime divisor of a 4 1 is less than

69. Since every prime divisor of o(3a) is at least 139 for a = 30, 36, 42, 46, 58, 60,

66, (vi) and (ix) of Theorem 1 imply that if a £ £(3, 139), then (a + 1, 31 • 37 *43 *
47 • 59 • 61 • 67) = 1. Since 1093|a(36), 3851|a(310), 1871|a(316), 1597|a(318),
28537|a(328), (ii) and (ix) of Theorem 1 imply that if a S £(3, 139), then (a 4 1, 7 *
11 • 17 • 19 • 29) = 1. Let m2 = a(3s2)/107, a(340)/83, or a(322)/47. Then in each
case 7772is an integer, every prime divisor of 7772is at least 139, and a3(7722)+
u3(t772- 1) = 1. Then (vii) and (ix) of Theorem 1 imply that if a G £(3, 139), then
(a 4 1, 23 * 41 * 53) = 1. Since 4|a(3), (i) and (ix) of Theorem 1 imply that if a G

£(3,139), then (a +1,2)=

1.

Hence if a G £(3, 139), then every prime divisor of a 4 1 is found in the set

{3, 5, 13}. Suppose 77G P(139)5 3a||n, and 13|(a + 1). Thenp, = 797161 = a(312)
is the largest prime divisor of 72. Say PiMI". Now 797161 ^ Q(3, 139), so Lemma 5
implies i)3(a(797161ai)) > a - a2(3, 139) = a - 10 > 2. Then Lemma 2 implies
9|(aj + 1). Hence 151ja(7971612)|a(797161a1)|2n, contradicting 77G P(139). Hence
if a G£(3, 139), then (a + 1, 13) = 1. Since 757|a(38), 4561|a(314), and 8951|a(324),
(ii) and (ix) of Theorem 1 imply that if a G £(3, 139), then 9/(a + 1), 15/(a + 1),

25/(a 4- 1). We concludethat £(3, 139) C {2, 4}.
We now use (3) to prove (2). Suppose n E P(139). Then (3) implies 31/« and

127/77. Now, if 19|72,(3) implies 192||77. But a(192) = 3 • 127 and 127/tî. Hence
19/77. If either 7|/i or 111«, then 72||ti or 112||t7, respectively. But a(72) = 3 • 19 and

a(ll2) = 7 • 19, and 19/n. Hence 7/« and 11/«. If 97|/i, then 97||«. But a(97) = 2 •
72 and Ifn. Hence 97/«. If 61\n, then either 61||« or 612||«. But a(61) = 2 • 31,
a(612) = 3 • 13 * 97, and 31/«, 97/«. Hence 61/«. If 13|«, then 13||« or 132||«. But
o<13)= 2*7, a(132) = 3 • 61, and 7/«, 61/«. Hence 13/«. Finally, if 3|«, then 32||«
or 34||«. But a(32) = 13, a(34) = ll2, and 11/«, 13/«. Hence 3/n.

Summingup, if n G P(139), then («, 3 *7 • 11 • 13 • 19 • 31 • 61 • 97 * 127) =
1. Say the prime factorization of« is p\xpa22 • • *pj* where p. > 100129 > 139 >
p2> • • •> pt. Then

"

1=1

¡kp'M-D

Pi'

£?i-l

< 100128
P<19>

where P is the product of all pfip - 1) as p ranges over all primes less than 139 and

Jiot equal to 2, 3, 7, 11, 13, 19, 31, 61, 97, 127. This contradiction shows that P(139)
= 0; that is, if an opn exists, its second largest prime factor is at least 139.
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4. An Application. It was noted by Euler [3], that if n is an opn, then in «'s
prime factorization, every exponent is even except for one exponent which is = 1
(mod 4) as is the corresponding prime. We also note that if p is a prime, then oipa)lpa
is an increasing function of a and lima^,00o(pa)/pa = p/ip - 1). We are now in a position
to prove:
Theorem 2. Ifn= p\lpa22 • • ■p77 is an opn where p. > p2> ■• • > p7 are
primes and a-, a2, . . . , a7 are positive integers, then p7 = 3 and p6 = 5 or 7.
Proof. As we remarked in Section 1, Sylvester [11] proved that p1 = 3.
Suppose p6 > 11. Then p6 = 11, p5 = 13, p4 = 17, and p3 = 19. Indeed, if
not, using (1) and (2) we have

2=

"

¡=i pZ

i=x Pi

l

11 ' 12
13 ' 16
17 ' 22
23 ' 138
139 ' 100128
100129
^< 23 ' 10

'

a contradiction. We next note that a7 > 4, a6 > 4, as > 4, and a3 > 4. Indeed, if
a7 = 2, then

a(«)
«

oi^}

11 13 17 19 139 100129

32 ' 10 ' 12 ' 16 ' 18 ' 138 100128

If a6 = 2, then 7|a(ll2)|n. lfa5 = 1, then 7|a(13)|2n. If a5 = 2, then 61|a(132)|«.
Ifa3 = 2, then 127|a(192)|«.
We now show that a4 > 4. First, suppose a4 = 2. Then p2 = 307 = a(17 ).
Then
a(«)>a(34)
«
34
a contradiction.

a(ll4)
H4

g(134)
134

a(172)
172

a(194)
194

a(3072) > 2
3fJ72

Next suppose a4 = 1. Then from 1.13 in [9], we have Pj =p2 — 1

(mod 17). But p2 > 139, so p2 > 239. Then since

g(34) 11 13 ojT7) 19 239 100129
34 ' 10 ' 12 ' 17 ' 18 ' 238 ' 100128
'
we have a7 > 6. But 1093|a(36) and 1093 4 1 (mod 17), so a7 > 8. Now
g(38) , g(ll4) . g(134) , oQ7) . g(194) . g(6472) > 2
38
ll4
134
I7
194
6472
so p2 > 647. Then since p2 = 1 (mod 17), we have p2 > 919. Then

2Í«)/3.
«

ii

i3. 5ÜZ) 19 919 100129

2 " 10 * 12 " 17 ' 18 ' 918 ' 100128

a contradiction. Hence a4 > 4.
Also since
oj3b)
36

aim
H4

34\
a(134)

^n4\
g(174)

„(\q1\
q(194K

134

174

194

we have a7 = 4.
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Using the natural generalization of 1.11 from [9], since a4 > 4, we have for
either p = p. ox p = p2 that p = 1 (mod 4) and p = -1 (mod 174). Then p =

167041 (mod 334084). But 167041 is not prime, so p > 500000. Now, if p2 > 569,
we have

2Í")<o£3!) . ii . 13 . 12 . 19 569 500001
«

34 * 10 ' 12 ' 16 ' 18 ' 568 ' 500000

Hence p2 < 563. But then
g(n)
»

o(3*) q(ll4)
34
ll4

q(134) a(174)
134
174

q(194) q(563)
194
563

a contradiction.

Table

p

1

bip, 139) a.ip, 139)

A.(p, 139)

3

3

3

5, 5s, 17, 29, 41,53, 89, 101, 113, 137

7

1

2

5s, 13,41,97

11

1

1

109

13

1

0

0

19

0

1

37,113

31

0

1

37s, 61

61

0

0

0

97

0

0

0

127

0

0

0
Table

p

a2ip, 139)

2

A2(p, 139)

3

10

72, 132, 192,372,612,672,792

7

11

112,232,372,672,792,

11

4

34, 54

13

4

32,292,612,

19

3

72, ll2

31

3

52,672

61

2

132,472

97

1

612

127

2

192, 1072

1072
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Table

p a3(p, 139)

3

Q(p, 139)

A3(p, 139)

3

13

138, 618,678

1609669,903870199, 30152894311

7

12

296

88009573

11

8

2310,974, 1034, 1374 262321, 319411, 10332211,3937230404603

13

4

0

0

19

6

238,478,618

7792003, 567332587,903870199

31

4

974

262321

61

3

1314

973001

97

1

0

0

127

2

0

0
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